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The enthusiasm of the speakers and the surprisingly large number

of participants attest to a vigorous interest in the field considered

at this Heavy-Ion Transfer Reactions Argonae Symposium. Has the response

we have seen been generated by the present fashionability of heavy ion

induced reactions? I think not: the subject will be with us for a long

time, has already begun to produce surprises and is changing so rapidly

most of us have not had time to yet act as scholars. Oae should not

ignore the early history, both experimental and theoretical. In parti-

cular, I refer you to the papers of Breit and Ebel, which indicate that

many of the ideas discussed here have been presented before.

The symposium covered elastic scattering, inelastic excitation

and transfer reactions, all initiated by heavy projectiles ranging

from Li through C , 0 , 0* and up to S (I believe). In my remarks

I will discuss all of these as direct reactions.

The most obvious question to be faced by workers in this field

is: why bombard one complicated poorly understood system with another

perhaps equally complicated and unknown? The examination of direct

(few step) reactions is only one facet of heavy ion studies and can at
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best yield a partial answer. Perhaps this conference can provide such

an answer.

I think it is fair to say interest has been drawn so far to the

reaction mechanism. One might say, in fact, this symposium is devoted

to the mechanism: not because the data is not good enough (though probably

by no means complete enough) nor the theory necessarily inadequate,

but simply because of the simplicity and attractiveness of the reaction.

The mechanism is, in fact, simple because of

(1) its peripheral nature

(2) the relatively short wave length (high wave number k)

associated with the relative motion between projectile and target. That

the reaction takes place in some surface region of nuclear interaction

is guaranteed below the Coulomb barrier by the mutual Coulomb repulsion

between heavy ion projectile and target nucleus, and above the barrier

by the strong absorption anticipated at close separation. The large k

and/or large TJ suggest we can appeal to a semi-classical formalism.

Winther has ably described this to us in one form. I would prefer to

characterise his approach as more classical than "semi"; he permits

only one orbit at a time to contribute to a reaction. A WKB treatment

does not rule out the interference between amplitude contributions of

several orbits. (Indeed Winther suggested, and later Malfliet, discussed

an improvement allowing for such coherent superposition). Perhaps the

most interesting comment Winther made concerned the partial cancellation

of first order two nucleon transfer processes by a portion of second

order - indicating the ability of his simple approach to analyse com-

plicated aspects of the problem. The most general use of the semi-

classical formalism is in providing a description of the kinematical
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selectivities characterizing the heavy-ion reaction. The smooth

matching of incident and exit channel orbits leads to the angular

momentum and Q conditions; Scott showed us Brink's generalized treat-

ment in terms of conservation laws. These can be derived directly

from the DWBA amplitude (for, say, 1 nucleon transfer) by appealing

to th-2 WKB formalism. The peripheral nature of the reaction insures

that the transfer takes place in a limited volume of configuration

space near the distance of closest approach in exit and entrance

channels. Then requiring that the phase of the DWBA integrand be

constant in this region of configuration space should maximize the

amplitude and leads eventually to (S e Fig. 1)
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(where m , m , m are masses of the projectile,target and transferred

nucleon(s) while X., X_ are initial and final bound state components

of angular momentum perpendicular to the plane of the reaction, v(r.)

and v'(r.) are relative tangential velocities just before and just

after the instant of transfer). These two equations which are equiva-

lent to conservation of momentum for a smooth matching of the projec-

tile orbits imply a favoured Q for the reaction
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with U, U' being the potential energies of relative notion at distances

of closest approach.
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The above kinematical conditions contain the seeds of the strong

selectivities exhibited by heavy induced transfer reactions. I will break

up my discussion into a part considering the data (and analysis) which tend

to confirm the general features predicted by a semi-classical analysis.

This was the bulk of the symposium material. However, there remains data

suggesting deviations from this simple picture> at least for nuclei and

energies where one might have expected^ tlje picture to apply. 1 will leave

the discussion of multi-particle transfer (in particular a-transfer) to a

few later paragraphs. Finally, I will consider the advances in theory

discussed here; the initial analysis of data has mostly been done with

the no-recoil code RDRC.

The data and the means of obtaining it *r«, of course, of utmost

importance. The recent sophistication introduced into obtaining beams

of high quality and into measuring techniques have been most impressive

and undoubtedly responsible for the present surge of activity. I have

selected one slide to show a particularly pretty separation of exiting

projectiles in terms of mass and charge. This slide is from the talk by

KHrner (Fig. 18, Ktfmer) and refers to data taken at Munich using time of

flight techniques and a AE-E telescope. The above semi-classical discus-

sion suggest, of course, that the transfer process will take place at

some favoured grazing angle with the cross-section falling off to forward

angles because of increasing distance between projectile and target. If

the reaction is taking place above the barrier there will also be a fall

off in the backward angles because of strong absorption. These charac*

teristic angular distributions were nicely displayed for systematically

varying energies in other slides shown by KHrner (Figs. 6,7 KtJrner) describing

describing work done at Argonne by Anantaraman and others. The angular
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distributions were adequately described by RDRC.

The talks by Kovar and Scott on high energy (~ 5-10 MeV per nucleon)

heavy ion induced reactions helped to establish the selectivities expected

from the semi-classical theory. Kovar showed us many examples of Q-windows

in his data and a no-recoil theoretical analysis of the Q-dependences for

one nucleon transfer for the many i-values expected in the Fb region of

nuclei. (Fig. 10, Kovar) It was not always clear that the data mirrored

the expected Q-dependences. If the interaction causing the transfer of a

single nucleon is taken spin-independent then the Brink analysis very

directly suggests a strong j-dependence in one nucieon transfer. At low

energies (in my analysis the local velocities v ** v1 *• 0) an incoming

pl/2 w a v e lea<*s preferentially to a j • £ + 1/2 state. As the energy

above the barrier increases the ratio a(i+l/2)/a(i-J'./2) should decrease.

Kovar presented data (Fig. 17, Kovar) illustrating this point and discussed

the expected inability of the no-recoil codes to adequately describe the

j-dependence at higher energies. I will later point out theoretical

improvements(Nagarajan and OeVries) which should correct this situation.

The Brink relations also suggest at high energy the angular moment com-

ponent must be large and positive to match the large drift momentum mv.

Thus at such energies high i states should be selectivity populated.

Scott showed several slides indicating the probable emergence of especially

high j-state6 in reactions on light (p-shell) target nuclei. (Fig. 13,

Scott) Unfortunately, the spins of these states was not always indepen-

dently determined, but this Is clearly an interesting area for future research.

Inelastic excitation induced by heavy ions aay also be classed as

a direction reaction. Becchetti showed us some data and analysis in both

heavy and light nuclei. (Fig. 5, Becchetti) The semi-classical treatment
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of this reaction by Winther and Malfliet may be considered quantitative

and the DWBA analysis is in principle much cleaner here, not being subject

to recoil corrections. Especially pretty is the interference between

Coulomb and nuclear excitation. Apparently reasonably detailed information

about the deformed structure can be extracted.

One can question the structure information to be extracted from the

above data. The analysis with RDRC seems to indicate one-proton and

one-neutron transfer are in reasonable shape. Kovar and KtJrner said that

spectroscopic factors obtained from heavy-ion induced transfer compare

well with those from say (He ,d) and (d,p) reactions, with perhaps devia-

tions by factors of two appearing. Scott showed us a summary of the raw

magnitudes (Table 4, Scott) obtained in the Oxford high energy experiments

which was startling in at least one aspect. The (np) transfer cross-

section seemed enormously larger than either (pp) or (nn) cross sections.

This is certainly a point to be investigated further.

KBrner, Baltz and Bonche discussed the extraction of structure

information from two nucleon transfers. Ktfrner indicated that two proton

transfer exhibits the coherent enhancements so familiar in light pro-

jectile induced reactions (Fig. 11, KUrner). Baltz considered a theoret-

ical analysis (no recoil) of the (0 ,0 ) reaction on a series of Ho

isotopes which underpredicted the experimental cross-sections by factors

similar to those found in say (p,t) or (t,p) reactions. Buitz also

suggested the state-selectivity of the two nucleon transfer reaction was

quite different than that seen in light projectile induced reactions and

perhaps different structure information might ultimately arise. Bonche

discussed the (0 ,C ) reaction on intermediate weight nuclei and
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found even greater underprediction of the cross-sections, but otherwise

arrived at conclusions similar to those of Baltz.

Overall one would conclude the semi-classical picture of heavy

ion inouced one and two nucleon transfer is doing well. One, of course,

expects that at sufficiently high energy on light targets, the simple

grazing picture of the semi-classical theory, is not quite correct.

However, some data has indicated deviations from at least certain

aspects of the semi-classical picture are possible not far above the

barrier and for medium weight nuclei. I am referring to experiments

•to 1ft

performed at Brookhaven and Copenhagen in the reactions Ni(O ,0 ) and

Hg (0 ,C ) . The Brookhaven data on Ni isotopes (Chasman) shows a

transition from a more or less normal bell shaped distribution for the

heaviest Ni isotopes to forward rising distributions for the lighter

isotopes. The Copenhagen data for the (0 ,C ) reaction (Hansen) is

similarly forward rising but in addition contains strong narrow angular

oscillations.

At stake, 1 believe, is a knowledge of the optical potential and,

in particular, of the strength of the abosrptive parts of the potential.

If the absorption is weakened appreciably from what was used in the

above analysis, we would permit transfer to occur from orbits passing

through regions of strong nuclear attraction, strong enough to produce

appreciable cross-section at forward angles. The physical nature of

the fine angular oscillations, seen in the theoretical analysis of the
18 16

(0 ,0 ) reaction, was discussed by Glendenning. They represent an

interference between surface-penetrating orbits and grazing orbits,

separated from each other by at least the optical potential radius. It

is of obvious interest to pursue this line of thought both theoretically
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and experimentally.

I will limit my remarks on nmltinucleon trancfer to cu-particle

transfer. Fortune's contribution to this symposium may be referred to

for other multi-nucleon transfers. The specific mechanism operating

in Oparticle transfer remains to me somewhat mysterious. Are we witnes-

sing a true cluster transfer because of the strong correlations present

in a (T=0), (S=0) cluster, or should.the DWBA "sum of interaction"

procedure be applied? Bonche alone seems to have considered the latter

possibility within a no-recoil approximation and has found strong state

dependence in surprising situations. In general, the semi-classical

analysis seems to apply to the angular distributions seen experimentally,

but little hard structure information is yet obtained. Kurath has

presented a detailed description of the spectroscopic factor for a

transfer. He may have answered the questions about the mechanism by

indicating structure favours those configurations which are also pre-

ferred by the reaction.

The new theoretical developments concerned the possibility (or

actuality) of performing full (recoil included) finite range calcula-

tions of the one-step transfer or of performing coupled-channel calcula-

tions to include inelastic excitation. There was considerable discussion

of the times taken by various theoretical codes; fortunately, some

things in life are more enjoyable, the longer they take. Nagarajan

considered, in a qualitative way, a perturbative treatment of recoil

which very nicely could explore the j-dependence seen in one-nucleon

transfer data. DeVries seems to have actually produced a code which can

treat recoil fully. The introduction by recoil of non-natural angular

momentum transfers is especially notable far angular distributions
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which oscillate in the no-recoil limit. DeVries considered the

13 14 14 13

reaction C (N ,C )N , showing that the AL - 1 contribution oscil-

lated exactly out of phase with the normal AL • 0 cross section, finally

producing a smooth angular distribution in agreement with experiment.

Charlton and Tobocman also discussed recoil codes which do not yet

seem fully operational.

The coupled channel calculations discussed by Glendenning and

Tatnura also can be considered as calculaticnal wonders. Their conclu-

sions seemed to differ somewhat, but perhaps because of the different
18 16

reactions considered. Glendenning concluded the (0 ,0 ) reaction to

2+ final states could be considerably altered in angular shape by

including inelastic excitation.

What remains for the future: many surprises we hope. The follow-

ing seem clear directions to proceed in

(1) high energies on medium and heavy nuclei - well above the barrier.

The theorists nay need alternative approaches in view of the

increasing numbers of partial waves.

(2) A particular reaction can be followed systematically for many

nuclei at many energies. This should Illuminate the darker areas

of the topical potential - transfer reactions are quite sensitive

to the absorption.

(3) forward angles.

(4) exotic effects, such as Josephson tunnelling, multistep processes,

collective degrees of freedom in the optical potentials.
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